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â€œI found my first gold nugget using the information in this book! I can't wait to find my second!â€• -

Chad in Arizonaâ€œPacked full of great gold prospecting tips any person can benefit from!â€• - Bob

in Arizonaâ€œSaved me a ton of time trying to figure out which metal detector was the right choice

for gold prospecting!â€• - Vince in Nevadaâ€œNow I know exactly why, where and when I can find

gold using the right metal detector. I am pumped and ready!â€• Jim in Coloradoâ€œI've been gold

prospecting the old fashion way for over 25 years. I thought it was about time I tried finding gold with

a metal detector. This book told me everything I needed to know!â€• - Mike in Californiaâ€œThis is

my 3rd book by Mark Smith and it leaves no stone unturned. Great information, easy to understand

pictures, detailed illustrations and a great sense of humor kept me reading until the end. Thanks for

another great book Mark! - Kurt in ColoradoGold, one of the most popular and yet elusive precious

metals on the planet can be found buried right under your feet using nothing more than the right

knowledge and a metal detector. This book shows you how, where and why you can easily find your

first picker, gold nugget or chunk of color. Over 180 pages of valuable gold prospecting information

designed to get you out there finding gold with your metal detector.There is gold out there just

waiting for you to dig it up. Learning how to find your first piece is simple and easy once you read

this modern take on the old art of gold prospecting. There are people out there who are digging up

rare and valuable pieces of gold every single day. You could be one of them, but only if you know

how and where to look. Metal Detecting: A Beginnerâ€™s Guide to Modern Gold Prospecting shows

you this and much, much more.Veteran detectorist and treasure enthusiast Mark Smith continues to

provide great information to anyone interested in the great hobby of metal detecting. In his 6th book,

he manages to answer the common questions that every novice has when they are thinking about

getting started searching for gold with a metal detector. From choosing the right machine to learning

how to spot great gold producing areas, Mark Smith covers these subjects and everything in

between in an easy to understand way.While this metal detecting book may be geared towards the

novice gold hunter, there are plenty of choice tips that even experienced gold prospectors can use

to help them find gold with a metal detector. Mark Smith reveals some of his best guarded gold

detecting secrets in this metal detecting guide that puts more gold in your pocket.Fully illustrated

diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail the easiest ways to not only locate gold, but safely

recover it as well.Learn how to find more gold by: understanding common gold prospecting

terminology, understanding why common metal detectors won't find gold, understanding which

metal detectors have been designed to specifically locate gold, understanding which gold

prospecting accessories are worth owning, other equipment you will need, how soil conditions



change the way you find gold, where you should start searching for gold, how gold moves around

on land and water, how to research prosperous gold producing sites, how to locate existing gold

claims, how to file your own gold claim, secret places where gold is always found, which recovery

tools work the best, how to recover gold and more!What are you waiting for? Find out how you can

maximize your gold prospecting finds with this informative metal detecting book today.
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I have most if not all of Marks books. I learn something from all of them. With them on my Kindle

they go with me everywhere so I can go back and review them where ever I am. They are not only

educational but entertaining, most of the books out there are dry and just talks about metal detecting

which is alright and you do learn from them. Mark not only talks about the best machines to use for

whatever detecting you are into but he throws in his own experiences and makes them interesting

and fun to read.



I have several of Mark's books, and in "Metal Detecting Gold" Mark hits another home run. Mark

explains in both layman's terms and also delves into the somewhat more advanced instruction on

researching and hunting gold --- his down to earth writing is enjoyable to read. Mark removes the

mystery and confusion that many have on hunting gold .... and covers everything from origins to

locations to movement to research and recovery. Any serious metal detectorist will have a certain

number of books on the subject in his library -- This book belongs among the top three.This book

alone is its own treasure; I do not make that statement lightly.Cas in and near Wyoming.

Myself, I loved this book. Mr. smith throws in humor, that to many may seem silly, that I fond helped

me contect more with the author and real life in general. In addition he gives great information on

detectors as well as detecting. I've found myself a student of gold prospecting and learning the craft

and his refresher on knowledge of finding gold was totally a bonus!It is a member of my reference

library now.

A good book for a very new beginner. Lots of equipment reviews and some explanations of where

to find gold.

Awesome read. Very informative and useful for finding gold. I live near Dahlonega Georgia where

the first major US gold rush occured, before the California gold rush of 1849, and there's still lots of

gold in them there hills!!! The book is helping me to find it!!!

For a beginner, he explains the terminology and that's a PLUS. As for a person with a few seasons

under his belt , it's not enough for me. Again for a beginner, it's good buy. I only wished he could

have been a little more explicit in diagrams and photos.B R A V O

For me I enjoyed the personal stories that reveals to be ready for the unexpected. There were areas

I wanted more specifics, but was very happy with the broad range of information covered.

This has been the best book on gold hunting that I have read so far. I don't have a detector, but it

gives information relating to general gold hunting. Very informative, various information on

detectors, the different technologies, how to find gold, where to sell, etc...
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